
THE TOWER GOLD OF CHARLES I 
By H. SCHNEIDER 

PART IV 

THE ANGELS 

T HE medical interest and the historic background of the angels as touchpieces 
has been so remarkably well reviewed and so fully fathomed by Dr. Raymond 
Crawfurd1 and Miss Helen Farquhar2 that I was, at first, rather reluctant to 
deal with this series at all. For the angels of Charles I only touch the fringes 
of Tower gold coins issued for general circulation, and they were pre
dominantly struck for the king's personal use as touchpieces. Nevertheless, 
they were coined under the terms of the official indenture and were un
questionably legal tender. That the output of angels was to some extent 
regulated according to the king's requirements of 'healing pieces' is by no 
means a novelty of the reign of Charles I. The angel as a coin began to go out 
of fashion after the death of Elizabeth I and we have evidence to the effect 
that James I had already found it necessary to give special orders to the Tower 
mint so as to ensure an adequate supply of coins for his touching ceremonies.3 

That the medical profession should be interested in the ancient' touching' 
tradition4 and accounts of miraculous cures is, of course, obvious. However, 
it is only from the reign of Henry VII onwards that doctors of medicine and 
numismatists join forces. For the presentation of a specific type of coin-an 
angel pierced for suspension-with which the king made the sign of the cross 
and hung it personally 'about the neck of the afflicted person' does not 
seem to go back to a period prior to the first Tudor king. The isolated earlier 
angel with a hole in it, or for that matter pierced coins other than angels, can
not be regarded as touchpieces a priori because of a perforation which may 
have been made for a variety of reasons and in some cases centuries after the 
coin was struck. 

Angels pierced for use as touch pieces constitute almost the only instance 
where numismatic material has been systematically collected outside the 
sphere of numismatics and it is unfortunate but only natural that the' medical 
collections' are mostly unknown and have therefore escaped investigation by 
students of numismatics. In this connexion I would like to place on record 
a special vote of thanks to the Noon family for their full collaboration and 
permission to have certain key coins cast- a procedure to which some other 
members of the medical profession might have objected. I am equally grate
ful to the Wellcome Historical Museum for the help I have received from 
their Director. 

It seems futile to reproduce what would inevitably constitute a severely 

1 The King's Evil, 1911, embodying and amplifying the author's lectures at the Royal College of 
Physicians (Fitzpatrick Lectures). 

2 'Royal Charities', B.N.J. vols. xii/xv. 
3 Cf. Cockran-Patrick, 'Notes on some Original Documents relating to Touch-pieces', N.c. 

4, vii. 122/3. 
4 In England this appears to go back to the reign of Edward the Confessor who is alleged to 

have imported the custom from France. 
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condensed version of Miss Farquhar's and Dr. Crawfurd's pUblications which 
can be regarded as fairly final so far as the history of the touchpieces is con
cerned. Unlike the case of the other Tower gold denominations, we have one 
single and coherent paper covering the entire background of the angels of 
Charles I, Miss Farquhar's 'Royal Charities', and in order to avoid un
necessary duplication I would like to refer students to this. It constitutes 
perhaps Miss Farquhar's finest contribution to English numismatic literature. 
Quite clearly, she loved the subject and put heart and soul into it and I think 
that even readers who do not share her strong royalist sympathies will not 
object to some of her comments considering the outstanding quality of her 
research work. 

Within the scope of their publications, neither Miss Farquhar nor Dr. 
Crawfurd was directly concerned with the purely technical aspect of the 
angel as a coin and it is therefore not surprising that they made no attempt at 
listing them and recording the features. To do this is almost my only con
tribution to Miss Farquhar's' Royal Charities', for it is perhaps true to say 
that everything is known about the angel as a touchpiece but nothing of the 
angel as a coin. 

In the domain of numismatics a few loose ends remain to be tied up. 
Kenyon's erroneous statementl that no angels were struck after 1634 appears 
to have been based solely on the fact that no specimen bearing a privy mark 
later than Portcullis was known to him in this series when he compiled the 
notes for his book. Miss Farquhar endorsed this statement with reservations 
in 19082 and interpreted it as meaning that 'the angel was not issued as cur
rencyafter 1634'.3 Basically, she maintained this view in 19164 but expressed 
the opinion that, after 1633 or 1634, the angel was coined for presentation 
'almost' exclusively. No doubt, Miss Farquhar would have been more posi
tive in her assertion had she known of unpierced angels struck after 1634 
when she wrote her paper. But, like Kenyon, she did not consult the Hunter 
cabinet at Glasgow5 and all the other late unpierced angels seem to have been 
discovered after her paper was written, except perhaps Mr. Raynes's speci
men6 with the Tun mark which was probably not available for research at 
that time. Today, angels without holes bearing privy marks Bell, Crown, 
Tun, and Anchor are known to be extant and it must therefore be assumed 
that a certain percentage of the Tower mint output was released for general 
circulation until about 1639. What happened afterwards is difficult to say. 
The figures quoted by Miss Farquhar? seem to indicate that there was little or 
no scope for an issue of angels as normal currency considering the number of 
persons who were' touched' by the king. But it is not only that: the political 
situation was rapidly deteriorating for Charles and the touching ceremony 
may already then have become a sort of pro-royalist demonstration.s In 
these circumstances it is by no means impossible that the king reserved the 

1 Gold Coins of England, p . 150. 2 B.N.l. v. 149. 
3 After the sale of the Montagu collection Miss Farquhar was obviously aware of the existence 

of angels struck well after 1634. Cf. Montagu sale, Fifth Portion, Nov. 1897, Lots 333/4. 
4 B.N.!. xii. 113/14. 
5 Which contains an unpierced angel of Charles I bearing privy mark Crown. 
6 Raynes sale, Glendining's, Feb. 1950, Lot 222. 
7 B.N.!. xii. 130/1. 8 B.N.!. xii. 119. 
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entire output of angels for 'healing' purposes and that the coins were no 
longer released to the pUblic. In any case, no unpierced angels of Charles I 
bearing a privy mark later than Anchor of 1638/9 have so far been recorded. 

We have irrefutable evidence that the angel coinage came to an end not 
later than 25 November 1642,1 but it seems likely that the striking of angels 
was, in fact, already discontinued in August 1642, after the king had lost 
control over the Tower mint establishment. 

So far as the piercing of the coins is concerned, the view is almost uni
versally held that care was always taken not to damage the archangel's head 
when the angels were holed for use as a touchpiece. In the Stuart series this is 
a myth to which no further currency should be given. Of the seven pierced 
angels of James I in the British Museum trays, five have the hole punched 
right through St. Michael's head. Of eleven specimens inspected at the 
dealers seven showed the archangel's head partly or completely removed by 
piercing. During the reign of James I it seems to have been almost the rule to 
pierce the coins through the angel's head, but this is not the case for the corre
sponding coins of Charles I. I have only recorded seven angels of Charles I 
so pierced2 from various sources, but this represents nevertheless about 10 per 
cent. of the coins which have gone through my hands. 

There seems to be simply no rhyme or reason for the manner in which the 
angels of Charles I were pierced. It is admitted, of course, that several speci
mens have the dragon's head punched out but this may be purely accidental 
or the practice of an isolated goldsmith. It was no more a common practice 
than to perforate the coins at 6 o'clock which was allegedly done so that the 
patient could see the figure of St. Michael downwards on the angel when 
wearing his touchpiece. A comparatively large number of specimens were 
pierced at about 4 o'clock or 8 o'clock but this has presumably no special 
significance. For it is rather an obvious place for perforation, probably se
lected for no other reason than to leave the essential features of the obverse 
design undamaged. But here again it was by no means a rule which was 
systematically applied or even observed in the majority of cases. 

In regard to the perforation itself, we find piercings of all types and sizes: 
anything from a minute little hole-more often than not drilled through the 
coin in an amateurish fashion and with a tool not particularly well suited for 
the purpose-to a very large and perfectly round perforation clearly made 
with a punching device. Generally speaking, the early angels of Charles I have 
small holes as is also the case for the angels of James I and the Tudor kings 
and queens. This points towards the use of a thin silk string rather than 
a ribbon for suspension. The ribbon and the large hole are apparently a 
seventeenth-century novelty which is difficult to date. It may well have been 
adopted during the second half of Charles's reign, but it must be remembered 
that Charles II used angels of his ancestors3 before his own touchpieces were 
made and in extreme cases there may be a century or more between the strik
ing and the perforation of certain angels. In these circumstances, an attempt 

1 Cf. 'The Gold Coinage of Charles l' by Mr. H. Symonds. N.C. 4, xiv. 264/5. 
2 Two specimens in B.M., a further three specimens recorded from the stock of the dealers, one 

specimen in a private collection on the Continent, and Taffs sale, Glendining's, 21 Nov. 1956, 
Lot 21. 3 Cf. B.NJ. xiii. 118 and 122. 
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at dating any given perforation is futile, a priori. For that matter, it can be 
taken for granted that Charles I himself used angels of his predecessors after 
1642 when the Tower mint ceased to supply him with the coins he needed to 
' touch' for the King's Evi1. l 

According to the documentary evidence, silk strings and ribbons were used 
side by side down to the reign of Charles IP and this is fully confirmed by the 
size of the hole of the touchpiece which that king caused to be struck. The 
large hole was no doubt expedient for the sergeant-surgeon whose duty it 
was to prepare the coins for the royal touch, but there are other very plausible 
explanations for it. Sir John Evans has already suggested3 that the piece of 
gold which was punched out of the angel became the property of the gold
smith who performed at the touching ceremony and that this explained the 
large diameter of the hole. Since very little work and no skill was required to 
make the perforation, this was a surprisingly good remuneration. For con
sidering the size of the large type of ' official ' hole, the gold weight retained 
from some 35/40 angels would have represented the equivalent of over a fort
night's labour in husbandry at that time, or, for that matter, three days' 
salary of a fully qualified senior engraver at the Royal Mint. 

Within the scope of this paper I am not concerned with some of the other 
and most debatable assertions Sir John Evans made in his article on the sub
ject of touchpieces, but so far as the size of the perforation hole on the angels 
of Charles I goes his views can be substantiated to a very large extent. Several 
angels are known with two large and undamaged' official' piercings and it is 
almost inescapable that the second perforation was made when the patient 
received a further ' touch'. If an additional piece of gold was punched out of 
the coin on an official occasion, one must assume that the goldsmith had 
a recognized right to the cutting. 

It has been suggested that official orders were given to the Tower mint to 
supply angels specially pierced for use as touchpieces.4 The apparently wide
spread contention that this was done-at any rate during the later stages of 
the reign of Charles I-is perhaps largely due to the fact that the dealers use 
the term 'official piercing'. But this refers solely to the large hole cut out 
of the coin with a mechanical punching device by a goldsmith prior to the 
touching ceremony. It has thus an official character and the dealers' term is 
perfectly admissible. They have never suggested at any time that the' official' 
piercing of the angels was made at the Tower mint. There is absolutely no 
evidence whatsoever for this and a closer inspection of the holes makes such 
an assumption very unlikely. For the diameter even of the' official ' piercing 
varies considerably. This is quite consistent with the work of different gold
smiths performing on various occasions and in various localities and using 
their own tools but can hardly be reconciled with a routine perforation in the 
Tower mint which would be likely to have been made in a standardized 
manner and with the same punching apparatus. 

That the touchpieces of Charles I became objects of veneration to a much 
1 B.N.!. xii. 114. 2 B.N.!. xiii . 104. 
3 N.c. N .S., xii. 193. 
• B.N.!. v. 149. Here Miss Farquhar quotes as authority an article published by Mr. Cockran

Patrick in N.c. 4, vii . However, this deals predominantly with the reign of James I and contains 
no reference whatsoever to the piercing of angels. 
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greater extent than those of his predecessors and that they were more care
fully preserved, is understandable. For the royalists they represented an 
important article of sentimental value, handled personally by 'His Sacred 
Majesty', 'The Good King', and 'The Martyr', and because of this the 
angels of Charles I are not nearly as rare as the small output would lead us to 
assume and as they are frequently stated to be. Actually, the angels of 
Charles are hardly rarer than those of his father although the angel coinage of 
James I was about two-and-a-halftimes greater. Altogether sixty-eight angels 
of Charles I have gone through my hands and specimens keep on turning up 
out of drawers and jewel boxes rather than hoards or small collections. I 
should not be surprised if the number of these coins which have come down 
to us were to reach three figures. This is quite an exceptional percentage of 
the number of angels struck, for during the entire reign of Charles I only some 
285 lb. of angel gold was minted. Mr. H. Symonds published the following 
particulars from the records of the pyx trials in the Numismatic Chronicle of 
1914: 

Amoullt of 22 c. 
Amount of gold in pyx 
23 c. 3t gr. (unites, double 
gold in pyx crowns, and 

Date of trial Mint-mark (angels) Britain crowns) 

£ s. £ 
29 June 1626 Fleur-de-1ys 1 0 613 
27 April 1627 Blackmoor's Head 110 122 

1 Long Cross (second pyx) 10 291 " " 3 July 1628 Castle 810 375 
26 June 1629 Anchor 6 0 178 
23 June 1630 Heart 3 10 335 
30 June 1631 Feathers 1 10 374 
21 June 1632 Rose 4 0 170 
11 July 1633 Harp 6 0 141 
27 June 1634 Portcullis 3 10 98 
18 June 1635 Bell 3 10 110 
14 Feb. 1636 Crown nil 28 

2 (second pyx) 310 176 " " " 8 May 1638 Tun 3 10 102 
4 July 1639 Anchor 3 0 113 
26 June 1640 Triangle 4 0 41 
15 July 1641 Star 3 10 92 
29 May 1643 Triangle in a circle 1 10 143 

Actually, £12,658 of angel gold was coined in the Tower mint between 
1625 and 1642 as against the impressive figure of £2,822,151 of 22-carat gold 
for the period covering the years 1625-41. If the same standards were to be 
applied to angel gold and crown gold, the sources which yielded nearly 70 
angels out of some 25,000 specimens struck should have produced a number 
of unites, double crowns, and gold crowns running into five figures even if We 
take into account that the bulk of the crown gold coinage consisted of unites. 
In faCt, these sources provided only some 1,650 specimens with privy marks 

1 'The two pyxes were due to a change of officers, not to an alteration in the coins. The Long 
Cross coins must have been earlier than those with Blackmoor's Head, although the former were 
in the second pyx.' 

2 'Caused by the same reason as in 1627 (se~ note, supra)'. 
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prior to (P) and Part IfIll of my paper is based on the evidence of roughly 
900 unites, 390 double crowns, and 360 gold crowns. 

For the angels of Charles I, I have listed and numbered the dies and 
followed them through their various stages of alteration. To publish a similar 
record for the unites and their fractions would have increased the volume of 
this paper beyond all practicable and reasonable limits and hardly anything of 
value would have been added to our knowledge. Over and above that, the 
crown gold series are so prolific that I could hardly have established a pattern 
of die links complete enough to obtain a coherent and relevant picture of the 
use of the dies. This was, however, possible in the case of the angels and we 
find here what is almost certainly the most extraordinary combination of die 
links in the post-medieval gold coinage of England. As my drawings1 and the 
General List of the coins show, there are a few obvious gaps in the chain of 
die links and several additional combinations may well have existed. But the 
overall picture is fairly complete and the number of probable additions not 
very great. 

The use of the same dies during more than one privy-mark period was of 
course to be expected for a very small coinage during which the Tower mint 
was notoriously short of funds and economized on Irons. In fact we find 
frequent cases of dies which have borne three or more different privy marks, 
and yet I have recorded over 20 obverse and over 20 reverse dies to strike no 
more than some 25,000 coins. Since we must allow for the existence of a few 
more dies than those I have listed, we arrive at the astonishingly low average 
of about 1,000 angels per pair of dies and possibly less. This is hardly 5 per 
cent. of the normal output of irons of this size for the period, and it would 
perhaps be useful to review other rather puzzling anomalies which we en
counter in connexion with the angel dies of Charles I. 

1. I have already referred to the exceptionally large number of specimens 
which have come down to us from so small a coinage and suggested that this 
was probably due to the sentimental value of the coins. It will perhaps be felt 
that my explanation accounts for some, but not for all, of the discrepancy 
with normal standards of coin survival and it is admitted that the difference 
is indeed suspiciously great. 

2. In accordance with the mint regulations one angel for every 15 lb. of 
bullion coined should have been placed in the pyx boxes. Mr. Symonds's 
figures2 show, however, that no less than £58. lOs. or 117 angels were deposited 
in the pyx boxes during the reign of Charles I and if we mUltiply this figure 
by 151b. we arrive at an angel coinage of 1,755 lb. as against the official return 
of 285 lb. However, these amounts can obviously not be worked out in a 
strictly mathematical manner. Miss Farquhar was no doubt right in suggest
ing that' an angel must have been put into the pyx however small the parcel 
of gold coined'3 and we should also allow for the fact that if, say, 17 lb. of 
angel gold were minted, two specimens were presumably placed in the pyx 
boxes. In these circumstances we cannot expect to find the theoretically 
correct pyx figure of 19 angels in respect of 285 lb. of angel gold . However, 
considering that there were 17 privy marks for the angels, the theoretical 

1 On p. 311. 2 cr. supra, p. 306. 3 B.NJ . xii. 133. 
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maximum of 36 specimens in the pyx should not have been reached and 
certainly not have been exceeded, had the normal rules been observed. If we 
make the same allowances for the purely hypothetical amount of 1,755 lb. 
of angel gold mentioned above, we would have to reduce this to about 
1,500 lb. of bullion which would have yielded 133,700 coins and over 5,000 
per pair of dies. I am not suggesting that this is the true figure. I am simply 
stating facts. 

3. For the three crown gold denominations struck during the correspond
ing period, coins to the value of £3,502 were placed in the pyx box in respect 
of an output of coins totalling £2,822,000. Since we do not know how this 
amount was split up into unites, double crowns, and gold crowns we cannot 
arrive at a close approximation, but considering the comparative rarity of 
each denomination the normal pyx rules seem to have been adhered to. It is 
therefore strange that during the same reign coins of the fine standard gold 
should have been treated quite differently and the formidable discrepancy has 
already puzzled Miss Farquhar who quoted as an example the pyx trial of 
the Portcullis mark period.! She pointed out that in respect of 21 lb. of fine 
gold one should not have found 7 angels in the pyx because £3. lOs. repre
sented the equivalent of 105 lb. of bullion minted. However, Miss Farquhar 
was not concerned with the number of dies which had been used to strike the 
angels of Charles I and she was no doubt unaware that a pair of dies appears 
to have struck only a thousand coins, so that the anomaly troubled her less 
than it disturbs me. 

4. Miss Farquhar referred to several instances when the number of admis
sion tickets to the 'touching' ceremonies exceeded the number of angels 
struck during the corresponding period.2 She suggested that 'either a certain 
unused surplus existed from previous years, or else some angels were pur
chased from goldsmiths '. This is of course possible but, so far as a problemati
cal ' unused surplus' is concerned, we must allow for a certain number of 
coins which were released for general circulation, and that angels should 
have been bought from the goldsmiths seems "rather unlikely. It would have 
been cheaper and more convenient to strike them at the Tower. 

5. There are frequent references to angels having been released to the 
keeper of the king's Privy Purse3 and it is disturbing that the amounts paid 
to him ' for healing ' persistently exceeded the bullion weight of the official 
angel coinage of the same period. However, we have no complete record for 
the years 1625-42 and we must accept Miss Farquhar's view that' it is perhaps 
unprofitable to go into these minutiae, for unless we had a complete table of 
all the years of Charles I's reign we could arrive at no definite approxima
tion ' . With this I am fully agreed and my suspicion that private bullion from 
the king's Privy Purse was handed to the Tower mint and coined into angels 
without having been included in the official returns is entirely conjectural. 
Such a practice would have been quite irregular but I feel that we cannot 
ignore a fair amount of evidence which seems to point in this direction. The 
number of angel dies which I have been able to record is simply out of all 

1 B. .!. xii. 133. 2 B.N.!. xii. 130/ 1. S B.N.!. xii. 130/ 1 and 133/4. 
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proportion for so small an amount of bullion coined and dies were never 
wasted or scrapped at the Tower without a reason-least of all during the 
reign of Charles I when strict economy measures were applied. That the dies . 
should have been worn out and become unserviceable after an average of 
about 1,000 strikings is quite unbelievable and this anomaly does, I think, 
call for an explanation. 

It is also strange at first sight that there should be an almost equal number 
of obverse and reverse dies for the angels of Charles I. Because in the case of 
the portrait coins we find that there are about two reverse dies for one obverse. 
The obverse irons were, of course, more expensive to produce, for the king's 
portrait punches were invariably made by a highly skilled and highly paid 
chief engraver-as a rule by Briot or Greene. To cut reverse dies, however, 
was more or less mathematical routine work which was usually done by an 
under-engraver and to make the punches required no great talent. In these 
circumstances it is not surprising that the obverse dies were given the privileged 
position in the striking process so that the reverse dies had to take most of 
the brunt and their breakage was accordingly higher. But it would appear 
that no special precautions were taken for the obverse dies of the angels of 
Charles I and that is perhaps not altogether surprising. The obverse design 
of the angel was completely standardized and to make the master punches for 
the figure of st. Michael and the dragon required no greater technical or 
artistic qualifications than to produce the tools for the ship on the reverse 
dies. It seems therefore quite possible that no discrimination between obverse 
and reverse dies was made when the angels were struck and that breakage was 
thus about the same for both. 

The Coins 
The obverse design of the angel, which had remained unchanged for well 

over a hundred years, was slightly altered when Charles I became king and 
the dragon was made to conform with the traditional French model. The 
dragon is, in fact, a wyvern with only two legs instead offour-a design which 
had been used for all the early English angels until it was modified during the 
reign of Henry VII-and its tail ends in a pheon. It is perhaps noteworthy 
that the very first angel of Edward IV shows a wyvern with a tail ending in 
a second head! and that the last series of English angels have pheon-tails, 
whereas all the others have plain ones. However, the alteration of the design 
does not affect the general aspect of the coins to an appreciable extent. 

On the reverse the more elaborate ship model, which was first introduced 
on the angels of James I after 1619, was maintained. Since all the recorded 
dies are illustrated and no change of design took place during the reign of 
Charles I, it would serve no useful purpose to comment on the punches. 

The Dies 
I have recorded 23 obverse and 21 reverse dies. They were numbered in their 

initial stage and I added the letters a, b, c, and d in accordance with the 

1 cr. B.NJ. xxvi. 221. 

C 579 x 
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it is quite possible that 0-23 is in fact O-18b and this would of course make 
0-23a, 0-18c. If this is the case, I would like to make the same reservations 
for the O-18a stage of this die which I made in respect of 0-17b above.1 

So far as the reverse dies are concerned, the privy mark was placed at the 
beginning of the legend only in the very early stages of the angel coinage of 
Charles I. We find it so placed on R-ljR-la and R-2jR-2a and it would 
appear that its position was changed to the end of the legend on the reverse 
dies after the end of the Cross Calvary period when the mark of value X was 
introduced on the obverse dies. However, since it seems that there must always 
be an exception to the rule, the Triangle-in-Circle mark suddenly appears 
again at the beginning of the reverse legend on R-20jR-20a. 

Much the same applies to the emblems on the poop of the ship. Only the 
first three reverse dies have a Lion and all the others a Lis, the latter frequently 
surrounded by two or four gun ports. The exception here is reverse die R-18 
on which the Lion reappears on the ship. 

Nothing need be said about individual reverse dies except perhaps in con
nexion with the spelling mistake on R-14 which reads REGaS. Strangely 
enough an engraver altered it to REGES on R-14a when the error was 
noticed instead of changing it correctly to REGIS. 

It is surprising that no angels with privy marks Feathers and Star have so 
far been recorded because both have a fairly normal pyx figure and Star 
should not even be particularly rare. That such coins were struck is certain 
but the two privy marks in question are only known from overstrikes. 

The Rigging 

It will perhaps be thought that I have assigned an undue importance to the 
rigging of the ship which has no special numismatic significance. I believe, 
however, that students and collectors alike will find the complete set of draw
ings useful because they allow an immediate and easy identification of the 
reverse die. Actually, the rigging is never identical on any two reverse dies I 
have recorded, and in this series, where overstrikes frequently produce privy 
marks of doubtful shape and where important parts of the coins are often cut 
out when the piercing was made, the identification without reference to the 
rigging is sometimes a long and tiresome undertaking. 

In most cases the rigging was drawn from several coins struck from the 
same die and it is thus as complete as possible, more complete in fact than it 
appears on many individual coins, for the angels were carelessly struck in the 
majority of cases and the thin lines of the ropes did not always rise properly 
under the hammer. It will be noticed that, here and there, a block is suspended 
in an impossible manner and that a rope is clearly missing. After having dis
cussed this problem with Mr. J. D. A. Thompson of the Ashmolean Museum 
who is an expert on this subject, I have decided not to add any ropes which 
are not visible on the coins. The manner in which the rigging is arranged on 
the angels is by no means always orthodox from a nautical point of view and 
it is quite evident that the Tower mint engravers knew considerably less about 
the correct rigging of an early-seventeenth-century ship than Mr. Thompson 

1 Cf. supra, p. 310. 
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SHIP'S RIGGING ON THE ANGELS OF CHARLES 1. (1) 
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SHIP'S RIGGING ON THE ANGELS OF CHARLES I. (2) 
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SHIP'S RIGGING ON THE ANGELS OF CHARLES I. (3) 
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knows today. This is not altogether surprising. If a modern artist were called 
upon to draw a simplified model of a mid-twentieth-century training ship, his 
sketch would no doubt be most fanciful as to the rigging and the radar equip
ment unless it was checked by a competent naval officer. In these circum
stances it seems prudent not to complete the rigging and add ropes where 
they should have been but perhaps never were. 

Rigging Occurs with dies 

A R-l, R-la 
B R-2, R-2a 

C R-3, R-3a 
D R-4, R-4a, R-4b 

E R-5, R-5a, R-5b, 
R-5c 

F R-6 
G R-7 
H R-8, R-8a 
I R-9 
J R-lO, R-I0a, R-lOb, 

R-lOc 
K R-ll 
L R-12, R-12a 
M R-13, R-13a 
N R-14, R-14a, R-14b 

o R-15 
P R-16 
Q R-17 
R R-18 
S R-19, R-19a 
T R-20, R-20a 
U R-21, R-21a 

DRAWINGS OF RIGGING 

Occurs with privy marks 

Lis, Cross Calvary 
Cross Calvary, Blackamoor's 

Head 
(Blackamoor's Head) Castle 
Blackamoor's Head, Castle, J;. 

J;., Heart, (Feathers), Rose 

Heart 
Rose 
Harp, Portcullis 
Harp 
Harp, (Portcullis), Bell, Crown 

Bell 
Bell, Crown 
(Crown), Tun 
Tun, '*7, Triangle 

'*7 
'*7 
Triangle 
Triangle 
(Star), @ 
(Star), ® 
(Star), ® 

Briol's Angel 

Drawn from and 
checked against 

BM, CN, Ray 
BM, HSF (RCL) 

AHB 
Ash, BM, CN, Fitz, FW 

(RCL), HH, Ray 
AHB, Ash, BM, RCL 

BM,Sp 
Ash, HWT 
ARB, BM, CN, Soth 
Fitz, Sp 
BM, Glen, RCL, Sp 

Glen 
BM, Hunt, WHMM 
HSF (Ray), RCL 
Ash, BM, CN, GVD (Cun), 

RCL, Sp 
Ash,BM,RCL 
BM 
Glen, PC-B 
AHB, BM, Ray, VJER 
BM, HLF 
HFV, Sp 
BM 

The coin is really outside the scope of my paper because it is clearly 
a pattern. It was correctly described as such by Miss Farquharl and why Dr. 
Brooke listed it among the coins struck for normal circulation in English 
Coins is difficult to understand. Strangely enough, Mr. Whitton did not cor
rect this when he prepared the addenda and corrigenda to Dr. Brooke's book. 

Briot's angel differs completely from the traditional model and constitutes, 
as it were, an attempt at conforming the design to the style and taste of the 
early-seventeenth century. As one would expect the dies were beautifully 
engraved and it is certainly an excellent artistic achievement but it lacks, I 
think, the forcefulness of the original design. On the reverse, the man-of-war 
is quite differently represented as well: the mainsail with the royal arms is 
better and more realistically drawn, and 13 large guns distributed over two 
decks appear on the side of the ship. 

The British Museum angel by Briot is invariably described as unique. This 
1 B.N.!. xii. 135. 
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is erroneous: another specimen from the same pair of dies, pierced for use as 
a touchpiece, is illustrated on PI. XVll. It is in the trays of the Hunterian 
Collection and published here by courtesy of the University Court of the 
University of Glasgow. 

Until recently it was taken for granted that Briot made his pattern angel in 
preparation of his mill coinage of 1631/2 and that the coin was struck at the 
Tower mint. The conclusion was almost inescapable, for Briot's royal patent 
was confined to modelling the king's portrait and he had no right to interfere 
with the design of the angel except within the scope of his private mill coinage 
which had official sanction and for which a special warrant was granted. 

However, in an excellent paper on the 'Stirling' turners of Charles II 
Mr. R. B. K. Stevenson has recently suggested that Briot's angel was struck 
in Edinburgh, and since then the coin has become somewhat controversial. 
It would perhaps be useful to place the evidence before the reader. 

On 10 May 1633 when Briot was in Edinburgh the king gave him instruc
tions from Holyrood House to strike a certain number of angels for use as 
touchpieces. The coins were ordered to have the same design and fineness as 
the English angels. 

Charles I 'performed the ridiculous ceremoney of touching a hundred 
persons for the King's Evil', as Guthrie put it,2 at the Chapel Royal at Edin
burgh on 24 June 1633. Guthrie's authority for this is Sir James Balfour3 

who refers to 'a piece of gold coined for the purpose'. Considering this 
reference and the date of the healing ceremony it is tempting to suggest that 
on this occasion the angels were used which the king had ordered Briot to 
strike on 10 May 1633, and Mr. Stevenson has clearly a case. 

However, the evidence is anything but conclusive and I feel that no special 
significance can be assigned to Balfour's remark that a piece of gold' coined 
for the purpose' was used. It must be borne in mind that neither was Balfour 
a numismatist nor was he writing for a numismatic public. One cannot, in 
these circumstances, jump to conclusions and attribute any importance to 
a purely factual remark not intended for students of numismatics. Actually, 
we have absolutely no reason to assume that Balfour had any knowledge of 
Charles I's order to Briot to strike angels at Edinburgh and the formulation 
'a piece of gold' rather than 'a golden angel' shows that Balfour was not in 
the least conceIiled with the numismatic aspect of the touchpiece used on the 
occaSIOn. 

That the king's instructions to strike angels in Scotland were actually 
carried out cannot be taken for granted. Briot must have been extremely busy 
with his routine work at Edinburgh at this time and it seems probable that he 
left Scotland even before the touching ceremony at the Chapel Royal took 
place. Could he have found time to make the models for an entirely new 
obverse and reverse design of the angel, produce the punches, and cut the dies 
in so short a time? And cut them with painstaking care down to the last 
detail? In particular the ship with the elaborate rigging is a real tour de force 
from a technical point of view and a typical example of Briot's unsurpassed 

1 B.NJ. xxix. 133. 
2 General History of Scotland, ix. 213. 
3 Historical Works, ii, 1824,201. 



By By 
Die Dragon's Dragon's 

Privy marks number Tail Head 

Lis 0-1 - -

Cross Calvary O-la - -

Blackamoor's Head 0-lb x -

0-2 - x 

Castle and B1acka- 0-2a - x 
moor's Head 

Castle 0-3 - x 

0-4 - X 

.j;. and Castle 0-4a - X 

.j;. 0-5 - X 

0-6 - X 

Heart. 0- 6a - X 

THE ANGELS OF CHARLES I 

OBVERSES 

Occurs with 
reverse die 

CAROLYS ·D·G:MAG: R-l 
BRI: FR: ET· HI: REX 

CAROLYS ·D ·G :MAG: R-la, R-2 
BRI:FR :ET ·HI:REX 

CAROLYS ·D·G:MAG: R- 2a 
BRI: FR: ET · HI : REX 

CAROLYS·D·G·MAG· R-4 
BRI · FRA · ET· HIB· REX 

CAROLYS·D·G ·MAG· R-4a 
BRI· FRA · ET· HIB · REX 

CAROLYS ·D:G:MAG: R-4a 
BR: FRA: ET· HIB : REX · 

CAROLYS ·D:G :MAG: R-3a, R-4a 
BRI: FRA: ET· HI: REX· 

CAROLYS·D :G :MAG: R-5 
BRI: FR: ET· HI : REX 

CAROLYS D:G:MAG: R-4b 
BRI :FR :ET HI:REX 
CAROLYS D :G :MAG: ? 
BR:FR:ET HI:REX· 

CAROLYS D:G:MAG: R-5a 
BR:FR:ET HI:REX · 

Remarks 

In Raynes sale (Glen 16-2-1950) an angel reading 
FRA was listed (Lot 219). This was a recording 
error. The coin reads FR and was struck from 
O-l /R-l. 

Privy mark Lis removed and replaced by Cross 
Calvary. 

Previous privy mark removed and replaced by 
Blackamoor's Head. Mark of value X added 
above Dragon's tail. 

Privy mark Castle added to left of angel's spear. 
Blackamoor's Head to right of spear not removed. 

With R-4a AHB, 1957. 

j;. mark added between REX and top of spear. 
Privy mark Castle not removed. 

Punctuation after CAROL YS doubtful (HLF). 

Not recorded in this stage. Known from overstrike 
(Die 0-6a). 

Privy mark Heart struck over .j;. (RCL). 
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Heart (conI .) · I 0- 7 X I · CAROLVS·D~G·MAG~ R-5a I Unusual letter F in FR, shaped almost like E (RCL). 
BR[~FR~ET· HI· REX · 

0- 8 x I · CAROLVS · D~G~MAG~ R-5a, R-6 I Unusual letter F in FRA as for die 0-7. 
BRIT~FRA~ET· HI: REX 

Feathers 0-8a x I · CAROLVS·D~G~MAG~ ? Not recorded in this stage. Known from overstrike 
BRIT~FRA~ET· HI: REX (die 0-8e). 

Rose 0-8b x I ·CAROLVS · D~G~MAG~ ? Not recorded in this stage. Known from overstrike 
BRIT~FRA~ET· HI: REX (die 0-8e). 

0- 9 x I CAROLVS·D~G!MAG~ R-7 Small privy mark Rose (Ash). >-l 
:r: 

BR~FR~ET· HI~REX tTl 

0-10 x I CAROLVS·D!G~MAG! R-5e Large Rose mark possibly struck over a previous >-l 
BRI~FR~ET · HI~REX· privy mark. ~ 

Harp. · I 0-9a x I CAROLVS · D~G~MAG~ R-5e, R-8 Privy mark Harp struck over Rose. With R-8. tTl 
BR~FR~ET·HI~REX Soth 4-11-1957. :::c 

0- 8e x I · CAROLVS · D~G~MAG~ 
BRIT~FRA~ET· HI: REX 

R-9 Privy mark Harp punched over previous marks § 
which were partly removed (Sp 1953). One speci- t"" 
men (Fitz) seems to read H instead of HI, but t! 
missing letter obliterated by double striking. 0 

0-11 x I CAROLVS·D~G~MAG~ R-5e, R-9 With R-5e (Ash). 'i1 

BRIT~FRA~ET· HI~REX· With R-9 (Sp 1953). () 

0- 12 x I CAROLVS·D~G~MAG~ R-I0 Punctuation after FRA somewhat doubtful. 
:r: 
;I>-

BRIT~FRA~ET· HI~REX·:· :::c 
t"" 

Portcullis 0- l1a x I CAROLVS·D!G~MAG~ R-8a Privy mark Harp removed and replaced by Port- tTl 
BRIT~FRMET · HI~REX· cullis. en ..... 

Bell 0-l1b x I CAROLVS·D~G~MAG~ R-12 Privy mark Bell struck over partly removed Port-
BRIT~FRMET · HI~REX· cullis (WHMM). 

0-13 x I CAROLVS·D~G!MAG~ R-lOb, R-ll Unusually large mark of value. With R-I0b (RCL). 
BRI~FRA~ET · HI~REX With R-Il. 

Crown · I 0-14 x I CAROLVS·D:G :MAG: R-12a Very large mark of value (Hunt). 
BRIT:FRA:ET ·HI REX· 

0- 15 x I CAROLVS · D!G~MAG~ I R-12a, R- IOe I Very large mark of value. w 
BRI ~FRMET· HIB~REX ~ 



By By 
Die Dragon's Dragon's 

Privy marks number Tail Head 

Crown (cont.) 0-16 x - CAROLVS D~G.JMAG~ 
BRI~FR.JET HI~REX 

Tun 0- 16a x - CAROLVS D~G.JMAG~ 
BRI~FR.JET HI~REX 

0-17 x - CAROLVS D~G~MAG~ 
BRI~FR~ET HI~REX 

8 0-16b x - CAROLVS D~G.JMAG~ 
BRI~FR.JET HI~REX 

0-17a x - CAROLVS D~G~MAG~ 
BRHFR~ET HI~REX 

0-18 x - CAROLVS · D~G~MM 
BR~FR~ET· HI~REXct1 

/':,. 0- 16c x - CAROLVS D~G.JMAG~ 
BRI~FR.JET HI~REX 

0-17b x - CAROLVS D~G~MAG~ 
BRI~FR~ET HI~REX 

0-19 x - CAROLVS · D~G~MAG~ 
BRI~FRMET· HIB~REX· 

0-20 x - CAROLVS·D~G~MAG~ 
BRI~FR~ET · HHREX 

0-21 x - CAROLVS · D~G~MAG~ 
BRHFRMET:HeREX 

Star 0-17c x - CAROLVS D~G~MAG~ 
BRI~FR~ET HHREX 

0-21a x - CAROLVS · D~G~MAG~ 
BRHFRMET: HeREX 

0-22 x - CAROLVS · D~G~MAG~ 
I BRI~FR~ET · HIB-!REX· 

Occurs with 
reverse die 

? 

R-13a, R-14 

R-14 

R-15 

R-14a 

R-16 

R-14b 

? 

R-17 

R-18 

R-18 

? 

? 

? 

Remarks 

Not recorded in this stage. Known from overstrik 
(die 0- 16a). 

Privy mark Tun struck over Crown. With R-13 
(Ray 16-2-1950). 

(Ash). 

Privy mark ct1 struck over partly remove~ previol 
marks. 

Privy mark Tun removed and replaced byct1. 

Large mark of value. Privy mark to left of Lance. 

Privy mark /':,. struck over ct1 and over partly f( 

moved previous marks. 

Privy mark /':,. over c!-1. Not recorded in this stag' 
Known from overstrike (die 0-17d). 

Glen 6-4--1954. 

VJER 30-6-1950. 

Privy mark Star replaces /':,. overc!-1. Not recorded i 
this stage. Known from overstrike (die 0-17d). 

Privy mark Star replaces /':,.. Not recorded in th 
stage. Known from overstrike (die 0-21b). 

Not recorded in this stage. Known from overstrH 
(die 0-22a). 
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Star (COllt .) • . I 0- 23 

@ 0-17d 

® 0-21b 

@ 0-22a 

® . I 0- 23a 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

CAROLVS·D~G~MM 
BR~ .... . . (?) 

CAROLVS D~G~MAG~ 
BRI~FR{£T HI~REX 

CAROLVS · D~G~MAG~ 
BRI~FRA~ET HJ{REX 

CAROLVS·D~G~MAG~ 
BRI~FR~ET· HIB~REX· 

CAROLVS·D~G~MM 
BR~ ... ... (?) 

? 

R-19a 

R - 20a 

R-21a 

? 

Not recorded in this stage. Known from overstrike 
(die 0-23a). This might be 0-18b. 

@ Mark struck over Star and over partly removed 
previous privy marks. 

® Mark struck over Star and over !::. . 

@ Mark struck over Star. 
.., 

® Mark struck over Star. Recorded from Montagu ~ 
Sale 1897, 5th portion, Lot 333. This might be 
0-18c in which case it is liable to have the privy 6 
mark ® (over Star over!::' over <8) to the left of ~ 
the archangel's lance. Reverse of coin unknown. tIl 
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Q 

.§ 
0....1 

I 
.:::1 
0....1 
II 

N 
~ '" " 

~~ '" Q, 

iU ;:: I is "'" tl :::: 
:::: :: .S= 

~ :: ~0....1 ~ 
:::: .::; 

.e, II "'" .~ .~ ..::: ;:: 

Privy marks C) V):::::, Li:l R:; 
------

Lis R-I 1 Lion A 

Cross Calvary R- Ia I Lion A 

R- 2 I Lion B 

Blackamoor's R-2a 1 Lion B 
Head 

R-3 2 Lion C 

R-4 2 Lis D 

Castle R-3a 2 Lion C 

R-4a 2 Lis D 

..t R-4b 2 Lis D 

THE ANGELS OF CHARLES I 

REVERSES 

C/J 
G 
>LI 

..... ~ ' . ...l 
~::E "tl> 

{lPo. {l> 
';::0 :~S .... Po. 
~ - "tl_ 
"tlPC:: "tlC/J 
;;;0 ::::i-U 

"<t: Occurs with ~::E ~p:: 
0....1<t: 0....1 Po. obverse die 
--

- - AMOR~POPVLI~ 0-1 
PRIESIDIVM~REGIS : 

- - AMOR~POPVLI~ O-Ia 
PRJESIDIVM~REGIS : 

- - AMOR~POPVLI~ O-Ia 
PRJESIDIVM~REGIS :. 

- - AMOR~POPVLI~ O-Ib 
PRIESIDIVM~REGIS :. 

- x AM OR POPVLI ? 
PRIESIDIVM REGIS 

- X AMOR· POPVLI . 0-2 
PRiESIDIVM· REGIS 

- x AMOR POPVLI 0-4 
PRIESIDIVM REGIS 

- x AMOR·POPVLI· 0-2a, 0-3, 
PRIESIDIVM· REGIS 0-4 

- x AMOR·POPVLI· 0-5 
PRiESIDIVM . REGIS 

Remarks 

Privy mark beginning of legend. 

Privy mark Lis removed and replaced by Cros 
Calvary. 

Privy mark beginning of legend. 

Privy mark Blackamoor's Head struck over Cros 
Calvary. 

Not recorded in this stage. Known from overstrik 
(die R-3a). No punctuation. 

Privy mark Castle struck over Blackamoor's Head 
No punctuation (ARB). 

Privy mark Castle struck over Blackamoor' 
Head. 

Privy mark ..t struck over Castle over Blacka 
moor's Head (RLF). 
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.t (cont.) 
IR-5 I 

2 
IOLiS

O 
I 

E 

I I 

x I AMOR POPVLI 0-4a I Additional block above sail. No punctuation. 
0 PRJESIDIVM REGIS 
c. 

o:l Heart R-5a 2 oLlSo E x AMOR POPVLI 0-6a, 0-7, Privy mark Heart struck over.t. No punctuation. 
PRJESIDIVM REGIS 0-8 

R-6 I 2 I Lis F I x I X I AMOR POPVLI· 0-8 No punctuation except after POPVLI. 
PRJESIDIVM REGIS 

Feathers IR-5b I 2 loLis· E I x I AMOR POPVLI ? Not recorded in this stage. Known from over-
PRJESIDIVM REGIS strike (die R-5c). No punctuation. 

Rose IR- 5c I 2 loLiso E I x I AMOR POPVLI 0-9a, 0-10, Privy mark Rose struck weakly and unevenly >-l 

PRJESIDIVM REGIS 0-11 over previous marks. No punctuation. ::r: 
tI1 

R-7 ? I Lis G I x I AMOR · POPVLI· 0-9 Privy mark large Rose. Ship ornaments doubtful >-l 
PRJESIDIVM · REGIS (Ash). 0 

Harp IR-8 2 ~Lis~ H AM OR . POPVLI· 0-9a Three pellets .,' behind last lion of ship orna- :E 
tI1 

PRJESIDIVM· REGIS ments. Two blocks at prow (Soth 4-11-57). ~ 

R-9 Lis I AMOR ·POPVLI· 0-8c, 0-11 (Fitz, Sp, 1953). 0 

>< I PRJESIDIVM · REGIS 0 
t-< 

R-I0 2 ~Lis~ J x AMOR· POPVLI · 0-12 tJ 
PRJESIDIVM · REGIS 0 

Portcullis IR-8a I 2 I ~Lis~ H I AMOR ·POPVLI· 0-l1a Privy mark Portcullis struck over Harp. "Ij 

PRJESIDIVM· REGIS (') 

R-I0al 2 I ~Lis~ J I I AMOR·POPVLI· ? Not recorded in this stage. Known from over-
::r: 

x :> 
PRJESIDIVM· REGIS strike (die R-lOb). ~ 

t-< 
Bell IR- lObl 2 I ~Lis~ J I x I AMOR· POPVLI · 0-13 Previous privy marks removed, Bell mark punched tI1 

PRJESIDIVM · REGIS into die. Pellet added before and after Bell. . v.l 

...... 
R-ll I ? K I x I AMOR POPVLI· 0-13 Glen. 24-11-1954. Pellet each side of Bell mark. 

PRJESIDIVM· REGIS Emblem on poop and part of rigging destroyed 
by piercing. 

R- 12 I I Lis L I ·AMOR ·POPVLI · 0- l1b I Pellet each side of Bell mark. Letter A with slant-
PRJESIDIVM · REGIS ing top, JE in PRJESIDIVM from unusual 

straight punch (WHMM). 
Crown • I R-I0cl 2 I ~Lis~ I J I - I - I AMOR ·POPVLI · 0-15 I Previous privy marks removed but first pellet 

PRJESIDIVM· REGIS added on R-I0b before privy mark maintained. w 
Crown mark punched into die. IV .v. 
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Privy marks Q ~C ~ >...:l< 

own (cont.) R-12a 1 Lis L -

R-13 1 Lis M x 

,n . R-13a 1 Lis M x 

R-14 1 Lis N x 

c8 R-14a 1 Lis N x 

R-15 1 Lis 0 -

R-16 1 oLiso P -

R-14b 1 Lis N x 

R-17 1 oLiso Q -

R-18 1 Lion R -

00 ..... 
0 

.. ~ 
~::g ._> 
~§ 
"1:100 

~~ 
>...:lp.. 

- . AMOR· POPVLI · 
PRlESIDIVM · REGIS 

x . AMOR POPVLI · 
PRlESIDIVM· REGIS 

x ·AMOR POPVLI · 
PRIESIDIVM· REGIS 

x AMOR·POPVLI · 
PRJESIDIVM REGtIS 

x AMOR ·POPVLI · 
PRIESIDIVM REGES 

x ·AMOR·POPVLI· 
PRIESIDIVM· . REGIS 

x AMOR POPVLI 
PRIESIDIVM REGIS 

x AMOR ·POPVLI · 
PRIESIDIVM REGES 

x AMOR · POPVLI · 
PRJESIDIVM· REGIS 

x AM OR . POPVLI· 
PRJESIDIVM· REGIS 

Occurs with 
obverse die 

0-14,0-15 

? 

0-16a 

0-16a, 0- 17 

0-17a 

0- 16b 

0- 18 

0-16c 

0-19 

0-20, 0-21 

Remarks 

Privy mark Bell removed and replaced by Crown 
mark. Pellets before and after Bell also removed. 

Not recorded in this stage. Known from over-
strike (R- 13a). 

Privy mark Tun struck over Crown (Ray 16-2-
1950). 

Letter tI in REGtIS. 

Privy mark c8 struck over Tun (removed). Letter 
tI in REGtIS changed to E. 

Pellet before and after each Lis in ship ornament. 

No punctuation. 

Privy mark b. struck over c8 and Tun (removed) 
(RCL). 

Glen 6-4-1954. 
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Star . R-19 1 Lis S -

R-20 1 Lis T -

R-21 1 Lis U -

® R-19a 1 Lis S -

® R-20a 1 Lis T -

® R-21a 1 Lis U -

x AM OR . POPVLI· ? 
PRtESIDIVM· REGIS 

x AMOR· POPVLI· ? 
PRtESIDIVM· REGIS 

x AMOR POPVLI· ? 
PRtESIDIVM· REGIS 

x AMOR·POPVLI· 0-17d 
PRtESIDIVM· REGIS 

x AMOR·POPVLI· 0-21b 
PRtESIDIVM· REGIS 

x AMOR POPVLI· 0-22a 
PRtESIDIVM· REGIS 

Not recorded in this stage. Known from over-
strike (die R-19a). 

Not recorded in this stage. Known from over-
strike (die R-20a). 

Not recorded in this stage. Known from over-
strike (die R-21a). 

Privy mark ® struck over Star. Straight lE punch 
in PRlESIDIVM. 

Privy mark ® at beginning of legend. Struck over 
Star (HFV 1957). 

Small privy mark ® struck over Star. 
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USE AND LIFE OF OBVERSE DIES 

OBVERSE DIE 
NUMBER 10-1 10-2 10-3 10-4 10-5 10-6 10-7 I 0-8 I 0-9 10-10 10-11 10-12/0-1310-1410-15 10-16/0-1710-1810-1910-2010-2110-2210-23 
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Triangle 

Tun 
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Harp 

Rose 
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REVERSE DIE 
NUMBER 

o 
Star 

Triangle I 

<t-t 
Tun 

Crown 

Portcullis 

Harp 

Rose 

Feathers 

Heart 

..:t. 
Castle 

Blackamoor's Head 

Cross Calvary 

Lis 

USE AND LIFE OF REVERSE DIES 

R-I I R-2 I R-3 I R-41 R-SI R-61 R-71 R-81 R-q I R-IO I R-III R-121 R-131 R-141 R-ISI R-16IR-17IR-181 R-Iq IR-201 R-21 
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330 THE TOWER GOLD OF CHARLES I 

LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS ON PLATES XV, XVI, XVII 

1. (BM) privy mark Lis. 0-1 29. (BM) privy mark @. 0-22a 
2. (BM) privy mark Cross Calvary. O-la 30. (BM) privy mark Lis. R- l 
3. (BM) privy mark Blackamoor's Head. 0-lb 31. (BM) privy mark Cross Calvary. R-2 
4. (BM) privy mark Blackamoor's Head. 0-2 32. (BM) privy mark Blackamoor's Head. 
5. (HH) privy marks Castle and Blackamoor's R-2a 

Head. 0-2a. 33. (AHB) privy mark Castle. R-3a 
6. (BM) privy mark Castle. 0-3 
7. (BM) privy mark Castle. 0-4 
8. (BM) privy marks ..t and Castle. 0-4a 
9. (HLF) privy mark ..t. 0-5 

10. (HSF) privy mark Heart. 0-6a 
11. (RCL) privy mark Heart. 0-7 
12. (BM) privy mark Heart. 0-8 
13. (Ash) privy mark Rose. 0-9 
14. (BM) privy mark Rose. 0-10 
15. (Ash) privy mark Harp. 0-11 
16. (BM) privy mark Harp. 0-12 
17. (BM) privy mark Portcullis. 0-l1a 
18. (Glen) privy mark Bell. 0-13 
19. (Hunt) privy mark Crown. 0- 14 
20. (BM) privy mark Crown. 0-15 
21. (RCL) privy mark Tun. 0-16a 
22. (Ash) privy mark Tun. 0-17 

34. (BM) privy mark Castle. R-4a 
35. (BM) privy marie ..t. R- 5 
36. (BM) privy mark Heart. R-5a 
37. (Sp) privy mark Heart. R-6 
38. (BM) privy mark Rose. R-5c 
39. (Ash) privy mark Rose. R-7 
40. (Soth) privy' mark Harp. R-8 
41. (Sp) privy mark Harp. R-9 
42. (Glen) privy mark Harp. R-1O 
43. (BM) privy mark Portcullis. R-8a 
44. (Glen) privy mark Bell. R-ll 
45. (BM) privy mark Crown. R-12a 
46. (BM) privy mark Crown. R-1Oc 
47. (RCL) privy mark Tun. R-13a 
48. (BM) privy mark Tun. R-14 
49. (CN) privy markcl-t. R-14a 
50. (Ash) privy markcl-t. R-15 

23. (BM) privy markc8. 0-18. 51. (BM) privy markcl-t. R- 16 
24. (Glen) privy mark Triangle. 0-19 52. (Glen) privy mark Triangle. R-17 
25. (VJER) privy mark Triangle. 0- 20 53. (BM) privy mark Triangle. R-18 
26. (BM) privy mark Triangle. 0-21 54. (BM) privy mark @. R- 19a 
27. (BM) privy mark @ . 0-17b 55. (Sp) privy mark @. R-20a 
28. (Sp) privy mark @. 0-21b 56. (BM) privy mark @ . R-21a 



PLATE XV 

1. 0-1 2. O-Ia 
3. O-Ib 

4 . 0-2 

5. 0-2a 6. 0-3 7. 0-4 8. 0-4a 

9. 0-5 10. 0-6a 11. 0-7 12 . 0-8 

13 . 0-9 14. 0- 10 15. 0-11 16. 0-12 

17. 0-11 a 18. 0-1 3 
19 . 0-14 20. 0-15 

ANGELS OF CHARLES I (I) 





PLATE XVI 

21. 0-16a 22. 0-17 23. 0-18 24. 0-19 

25. 0-20 26. 0-21 27. 0-17b 28. 0-2Ib 

29. O.22a 30. R-l 3 I. R-2 32. R-2a 

33. 1<.-3a 34. 1<.-4 a 35 . 1<.-5 36. R-5a 

37. 1<.-6 38. R-5e 39 . R.7 40. R-8 

ANGELS OF CHARLES I (2) 





PLATE XV I! 

41. R-9 42. R-IO 43 . R-8a 44. R-l l 

45. R-12a 46 . R-IOc 47. R-13a 4S. R- 14 

49. R- 14a 50. R-15 51. R-1 6 52 . R-17 

54. R-1 9a 53. R-IS 56. R-21a 55 . R-20a 
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